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Omi busily said, “This pill is suitable for those aged Yuan babies, Light Water, you can try taking it.”

“Thank you, Tang Shao.”

“Thank you for what, try it.”

Light Water took one pill, and after a few minutes, Light Water released her YuanYing, and everyone
suddenly saw that the YuanYing that was previously the appearance of a pale old woman had now
turned into the appearance of a young woman.Of course, this young woman’s appearance was not
Light Water’s, but Blue Fox Lily’s appearance when she was young.

Omi said, “So this is what Blue Fox Lily looked like when she was young, Light Water, how does it feel?”

Light Water was busy saying, “It feels much more energetic, and the YuanYing returns to its
youthfulness.”

“Well, when the YuanYing is young, it’s naturally smoother to cultivate, it’s really a blessing for elderly
immortals.”

“What else?”

“And.”Mu Qianji blushed, not daring to say any more.

“What else?Say it.”

“Spring Power Boundless Pill.”Mu Qianji rolled his eyes. First URL m.kanshu8.net

“Uh, what’s spring power?”Don Omi was busy asking.

“Don’t pretend.”

The few women beside her were embarrassed.

Omi knew what a Spring Power Boundless Pill was by looking at Mu Qianji’s reaction, so he must have
eaten Spring Power Boundless.

This Nine Dao Demon King even had this kind of dan.

Mu Qianji wanted to just skip this dan, but she suddenly realized that the introduction said that the
Spring Power Boundless Pill wasn’t just for flirting.

“Wait, the introduction on this Spring Power Boundless Pill says that if you take the Spring Power
Boundless Pill, you can stack cultivation with a dual cultivation partner, the specific method of use is
to find a person of the opposite S*x with the same realm, take this pill together, and then proceed,
proceed that, you can stack cultivation, and the effect of cultivation increases exponentially.”Mu
Qianji said.



Omi laughed, “I told you, the Nine Dao Demon King wouldn’t be so bored, treating the aphrodisiac as a
treasure, it turns out that it’s also an aid to cultivation.”

It was the same with that Rejuvenation Pill just now, although the method was different, the effect
was similar.

In short, throughout the ages, countless immortal cultivators had come up with all sorts of methods to
aid in cultivation, and in the end, there were these pills.

It must be that these pills were the outstanding ones among the countless pills, which was why they
were collected by the Nine Dao Demon King.

It was a pity that Omi had also studied alchemy in the beginning, but later on, Omi gradually became
deserted.

It wasn’t that Omi was going to be deserted, but it was already difficult to find materials in this
Spiritual World, the materials needed for alchemy were extremely precious geniuses and treasures,
what else could one refine if the materials couldn’t be found.

Because of this, the 18 boxes of pills of the Nine Daoist Demon King were precious, because the
materials to train these pills were already hard to find, just like the seventh and eighth grade spirit
stones that were about to become extinct.

Omi didn’t continue to count them, too many were not good to count.

“These pills can be a good aid to our cultivation in the future, after this time, it will be difficult to find
spirit stones to refine and we won’t be able to find any higher grade spirit stones, so we’ll have to rely
on our own cultivation.I was worried about what to do in the future when we have to cultivate on our
own, but now that we have these pills to assist us, I’m not so worried.”Omi said.

Mu Qianji said, “That’s true, but assistance is only assistance after all, in the end, it still takes a lot of
hard work to do it, and these pills, when it comes to howmuch they are, they’ll actually be consumed
very quickly.”
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“So, make sure to save your money, especially those high-grade scrolls.”

Omi focused his attention on the eleven Heaven-grade magic artifacts.

“There are only eleven celestial-grade magic artifacts and no pseudo-immortal artifacts, what a pity,
it’s reasonable to say that you can’t, the Nine Daoist Demon King was at least an awesome figure back
then, how can he not have a pseudo-immortal artifact.”

Yan Xin Yi said, “Perhaps, just like Wang Xuluo, the pseudo-immortal artifacts used by the Nine Dao
Demon King back then were snatched away by others after he ascended.”

At this time, Mu Qianji was busy saying, “Wait, there are instructions on these eleven heavenly
artifacts.”

“Uh, read it out quickly.”

“These eleven celestial artifacts are all flying swords of various forms, but they are not just flying
swords, to be precise, they are a set of sword formations, these eleven flying swords can form a set of
sword formations, which are as powerful as a pseudo-immortal artifact.It is a set of sword formations



that I once obtained from an ancient relic and have now used in the spirit world for thousands of years,
and it has also allowed me to gradually become stronger in the spirit world, and in the end, it is as
strong as those who hold pseudo-immortal weapons, and even surpasses them.”

“Ah.”Omi’s body trembled, not expecting that the eleven magic weapons were not separate, but
connected together to form a sword formation, and after forming the sword formation, it would be as
powerful as a pseudo-immortal artifact.

“Great, then I’ll have hope in the future, otherwise, it would be really hard to gain a foothold in the
Seven Seas and become a big player.Nine Dao Demon King, you really left me a good weapon.”Omi
was pleased.

Mu Qianji said, “Don’t rejoice too early, just as good as those pseudo-immortal weapons, it doesn’t say
crush those pseudo-immortal weapons.If your realm is lower than humans, and the other party
possesses pseudo-immortal weapons and you possess a sword formation, you’re definitely not as good
as either.”

“Although it’s closely related to my own realm, it at least gives me a weapon that can compete with
pseudo-immortal artifacts ah.Otherwise, at the same realm, if I use an ordinary flying sword and
people use pseudo-immortal weapons, I won’t be abused to death.”

Omi picked up the eleven flying swords one by one.

Tang Huan asked, “Did it say how to use it ah?Since it’s a sword battle, there’s always a sword duel,
right.”

“No.”

Omi smiled, “The first step is to refine it and turn it into my magic treasure, then we can think about
the rest.”Saying that, Omi immediately began to refine it.

In less than half an hour, Omi refined the eleven flying swords.

However, Omi was now a bit burdened by too many magic weapons on his body, so Omi disarmed the
Steel Cable Giant and other magic weapons, leaving only these eleven flying swords.

“I’ll give you all of these, I have these eleven flying swords, it’s enough.”Omi said the manacles
disarmed from his body pushed them to them.

Then, Omi’s mind moved and the eleven flying swords immediately floated up.

Horizontal, vertical, straight, skimming, cutting, cracking, and closing.

With Omi’s thoughts, the eleven flying swords neatly and uniformly did all kinds of attacking
movements, and looked like a dancing effect.

Omi said, “I already know this set of sword duel, hidden inside the eleven swords, I’ll know when I
refine them.The sword formation formed by these eleven flying swords is called the Exorcist Sword
Formation.”

“Execution Sword Formation?Wow, what a domineering name.”

“Oh, the name is nothing more than a former life, next, I’m going to practice some of the Exalted
Sword Formation.There are always eleven moves of this Exorcism Sword Formation, and eleven moves



are difficult to practice, the more powerful the move, the greater the demand on the realm.I can’t,
seemingly, practice a single move right now.”
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